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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 15 cents per word per clay, on~ dollar
minimum. Advertisements run five or more
conseeuLive days with no changes, nine cents per word per .dny, (no refunds if cuncplled
berorc five insertions). Classified adverlisements must be paid In advance,

PHO'l'OGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST. students!
Custom h\ack·nnd·white processing printing,
Fine·galn or push processing o{ film. Contact..
shecl:s or ~ustom proofs. High quality enlarg~men·
ts, nmunLing, etc. Advice, ir nsked, C!lll 265-2444
or como to 1717 Girnrd Blvd N E.
t{n
NAl~1A
WlllL B~d~;;;;--for~~y~
cclobraLion1 Also, lecture-demonstrations, hi·
struction {specializing in advanced t~chnigut>).
265·1834.
9/10
~~·-~~-----" ---~-~ ·-- ..-.--------- ·-----

Marron Hall room 131 or by mni\ to:

ClassHicd

Advertising, UNM Box. 20,

Albuqul!rquo, N.M.

-Y-RAM

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Sc\ec·

lric, Guaranteed accuracy with

able rates, 298-7147.
9·12
CHILDCARE ln my home. fC'n4"l'd yard, n(Oar
UNM nnd Presbyterian Hos11iLal, $18 to $20
weekly. Cnll Judy l(npke at 268·2121 or 831-5350.
9/10

87131.

1. PERSONALS
PREGNANT-AND N-EEi:tiJEL~uh;~-;frien~
ds who care at Birthright. 247-~819.
tfn

"GETTINGMAii"Rlr~D?-Our lo~;~;b;:.;d~;~

GSAELECTION S FII..ING Deadline
4:30p.m. Sept. I 0, 197 5: GSA ofnce,
rm. 106-SUB,
9·10
YEARROUND c<.Hllp!!tltivc swim tcan~.
Boy~. girls age seven untl older. No COil)pCtl~

tivc c:c.pcricncc nct:cssary. Two week mtro·
duction without obligation .. starts Sept. _15.
UNM p,Jol. More infurmaunn contact R1t:k
Klatt277-2208. 9-15
AGORA-hunt.ilcs a little hit of everything.
277-3013. try us. 9·9

I

3. SERVICES
PAsS"i,OiiT, ·I DENTiFlCATioN-·ph~i~~: ·L~~~st
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, Nenr UNM. Call
265·2<144 orl.':orl'H! to 1717 Girard Bl\'d NE.
tfn

r'AMOllS QlliV!RA-BOOKSIIOP and Photog;:;ph
Gallery is 'II hlork from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order SC'rvice.
tfn
CliSTOM tll,TRA·SON!C DRILLING. Cut
<"nbs-drilled nuggets. Student discount. J&B
StDnC'!'>, 108 Morningside NE. ph 2~·~~~-~<~
,~-~-·~·-•· -~·~ -~--o=-------

•

FRAME!.F.SS FACTORY mcxpcnsivc '~"'·
tempnr.u·v lightweight framing techntquc
Htc- 01 1 fl'li prmt. J!05otc~. photng~arhy. 19~
di~clmnt through Sept. 31. .3007 ( cotral NE.
255-4700. 9112

you money 011 invitations, napkins, and wedding
llhOtography. cn~ativc s~rviccs Ltd.299.-7930.

9/1:_:6_ _ _ _ _ _ ,. ___.__

4.

STUDIO FOR RENT. 16 x 1 8 with
bath. $35 month. 842-0361 night<.
243-6938 days.
9-12
ROOMMATE WANTED. person• in
twenties. apartment with pool, club.
parkin&. laundry. I 0000 Menaul NE.
$! 05 mcludcs utilities. parking. 294·
0494(Frank).
9-12

6.

EMPLOYMENT

BABY slniRWANTl:D: E,,,;·:r~:u-;;d;,~

J:Oll pm to 9:30pm. Ncar campus. $1.00 hr.
2>5-0233. 9-9

1 0 per cent discount

tt~lllht-..Theatrc 2.S5i~4700.
9 .. 1 ....
I,AW !'fHOOL AllMlS~!OS Trst 0C"l 11,
Prf'f•ilr'P no:".w, ('nH Profrso;;ionnl F..-duc-.atrm:; of Nt•w
Mn1ro Jnr. 2551904.
9 '29

I

1'

full time job available! ~~les,
warehouse at l~a. Bel\l''s Disl. Clerical pos1t1ons
nrc opt;>n now through Christmas for Pager coll~ge
studl"lll"l, Applications arc being acccpte~ durmg
regular store hours. Apply at I~a Bell<' s, 4920

---------·------~-------

WAITRESS WANTED: part time or full lim<.>.
Appl>T
at
Ned's,
4200
Central
SE.
tin
TIME JOB~ gradu~l~d~~l-y. A-f~
tem~ns & evenings. Must be able to wcrk Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old, Apply in
person, no phone calls please-. Sa-..·c Way Liquor
9/19
Stort>s, 5704 Lomas NE, 5516Menaul NE.

P-ART

PLAY. WORK. and or study abroad.
summer and or year around. Ho~ to
Travel. some al no or very httle
expcnsc~-Scnd $2. and slampcd ad~
dressed envelope 10 TWSAB. POB
25951. Albuquerque. NM 87!25.
Satisfied or MB.
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED for day
time work. Musl have own car. Apply at
Carraro's Pizza, I 0 6 n Cornell SE.
912
TuTORS WANTED. All levels of math.
$4.00 per hr. Contact Prof. Gnego.
Hum431.
9·19

8.

I

\

on 2nd floor

_______,_

MISCELLANEOUS

BE pfi}.(~TIC:Al: ;~t liv~ '.;;u.-B~Y this I4""x60
mobile home- in Four Hills. It can be paid in jus1
four w•ars at $115 monthly with $1400 down o

trade". Owner 296-5060.
,,o-.~

~--~
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VVednesday, Sept.l0,1975
8:30 p.m. SUB room 231-C

91

of SUB

u~

Delicious Imported Cheese
And French Bread
For Your Pleasure

Paisano's Rolling Pizzt~:
The End of a Cold Pizza
Cooked at your door
·FREE Delivery to Students

~ :i);zw s~==-:~4~

3:00--6:00
Keg Beer and Taps
available
1 720 Central SE
242-2151

"'"

..

DAILY
Wednesday, September 10, 1975

By S. V. H inchberger
· UNM Vice President of AcadeAffairs Chester Travelstead
Monday he has "every reason
' helieve" the University will
win its long battle for difial funding in the coming
·I
session.
result will be financial relief
many undergraduate programs.
said.
The current legislative formula
funding colleges is based only

on total graduate and undergraduate enrollment. The proposed
differential
funding
formula
weighs differences in lower, upper
and graduate level courses. In the
1977-78 year, it will encompass
doctoral programs as well.
Travelstead said he be"tieves undergrauuate programs, which have
been supporting the graduate
program at UNM, will get the 'most
relief from the new funding formula.
He said each of the colleges in
the University have been sent a
questionnaire asking each one how
they would use a 3 per cent, 6 per
cent or 12 per cent increase in their
budgets.
"This will give us an idea of how
funds can best be divided," he said.
"But it doesn't mean that all colleges will be given the same percentage increase."
Travelstead said the major emphasis in dividing funds, when they
finally come, will center on getting
all !he colleges in equilibrium. He
added some departments will get
more money.
Travelstead said the current
means used by the state in distributing money to colleges has been
unfair.
He said UNM has not been "getting its fair share of money because
of the size and expense of its
graduate programs.
"This office (academic affairs)
wants a more equal distribution of
the funds taking into consideration
the differences between colleges,"
he said.
The differential funding formula
weighs by unit the average cost of a
(Continued on page 3)..

The Arts and Sciences (A&S)
lty Monday afternoon ruleu
the Communications Skills
(C'ST) be changed from a
\lt!~quiirc1neJ~t for entrance into the
of Arts an<.l Science lo a
~!Jquiire111cn1 for graduation.
second amendment was
giving the Dean's office
to rule in discretionary fain special ~ascs,
The amendment was passed
a half hour discussion cen. l\found John Howarth's opt
to the amendment.
Howarth said the amendment
counter to the purpose of the
which tests the literacy and
'se in writing of A&S stuproblem of implementation
(Continued on page 3)
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Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

..,~~

Marron Hall, Room 132

Enclosed$ _ _ _ Placed by _ _ _ _ _Telephone~--------··-~·--

Dean Robert Weaver

~

P rofossor Jack Kolbert

Foreign Language Cut

Faculty Alters Standards
By Charles McElwee and Jon Bowman
."~ a narrow v?te, the UNM faculty yesterday

ehmmated the fore1gn language requirement from the
new entrance standards it proposed for the University
last spring.
The amendment was suggested by Robert Weaver,
chairman of the UN M Entrance and Credits Committee, which this summer found there was "demonstrated concern" around the stale about the requirement.
Weaver said several New Mexico p~blic school
systems could not provide their students with the
foreign language background needed to meet the
entrance standard.
His move met with substantial resistance, particularly from Jack Kolbert, professor of modern and
classical languages, who introduced a substitute
motion to retain the foreign language requirement.
Kolbert's motion would have required applicants to
UN M to show proficiency in a language other than
English. either by taking two units of the language in

By Lynda Sparber

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

I

!:

high school or by passing an approved language test.
"New Mexico has laid claim to being the state of
multi-culturalism, multi-lingualism.'' said Kolber!. "If
we eliminate the foreign language requirement. we
deny this."
He said foreign languages were important for their
"humanistic aspects" and he added retaining the
requirement would help "make our graduates more
salable."
Kolbert's amendment was debated for nearly an
hour, before being defeated by a vote of 72 to 75.
Opposition to his proposal centered on the question
of whether exposure to a foreign language in high
school would help a student succeed on the university
level.
Rod Wagoner, chairman of the secondary education department. said he was unconvinced that "bilingualism contributes in a definite cause and effect way
to success at the university."
Another opponent to Kolbert's motion, political
(Continued on page 3)

Computers Lose Gracefully
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Book Swap continues this
week at tho Newman Contor, 1815 Las Lomas I'\I.E.
Keep chocking back to see if
tho books you need to buy or
sell are listed.
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U. Official Predicts
Funding Battle Win

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
, under the heading
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
(circle one!: 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. t-or Rent; !;i.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.
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New Mexico

~ OKIE'SOWN
Hour
~ Attitude Adiustment
Daily
Seniors·
~
Will Need
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thur.
~
4:30-6:00
Skill Test
'~
Friday Afternoon Special

Remember to vote Se t 17

•

Featuring
Miriam Hopkins
Carole Lombard
Ilke Chase
Showings at 10 a.m.,
11:30 a.m., 1 p.m.
In the SUB-Theatre
Sponsored by
Student Activities

meeting
tonight
7 p.m.

perience needed for good steady part-time work at
Datn.co. Call John, 243·2841.
9/9

I.
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CLUB

TYPESETTING AND LAYOUT paste-up ex·

I
i

BRIDGE

Mcmml.
-··-- -· ---- --·-------0·~:-~

-·--

Free Films
Tomorrow
"Fast & Loose"

15-25

ASUNM
Candidates'
Meeting

FR!'l; MATH Tl'TORIN~> fM mtnotlly
student\. Clmtact Prt.,f. (,ncgt" Hum
4,1
9-19

W<H1,\'i'S G.o\I.LERY FEMINlS~ Book·
~tMc lh'~ tH,en ft'r Bu~1nc~s M-~ 9 30 ..
; 1111 Sat 1 ~-4. 300' Central Nf,ncxt

SOPHOMORES.

&

PART... TiME and

-----

SHARE AlTRACTIVE HOUSE 4 blocks
from campus. Fcnced~in backxard. Own
bedroom with firepla,ce. $I 00 per mo.
plus half utililies. Prerer nmt-smoker.
responsible graduate. faculty. or starT,
255-0520.
9-12

WOMAN'S GALLERY ff.MI)';!ST B~ok·
~h'lrc nt1W npcn for Bu~mcs~. M~l· 9.30·. _QO
Sat 12-4. :moi' Central NF, next to Lllhrl
Theatre 255-4700 9Jl2
FRAMELESS FACTORY inexpens.ivc
contemporary
lightweight
framang
technique 1dcal Tor pnnt. posters.

thr~ugh Sept. 31, 3007 Central NE.
lSS-4700.
9-!2

------

FORRENT

FREE MATH TUTORING for m~norit~ "u·
dent~. c~·mwct Prol'. Gricgl'l, Hum 431 91\9

photograph".

reuson~

FRESHMEN

hour:, per week. Mu~t he able to work soml!
lum:hL!s J.tnd S(lnlC night!'!. Apply in per11on.
DerWicncrschnittcl. 58l0 Memwl NE. 915
.~ --·~-- --··--

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
\
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"Congratulations! You have sunk the battleship.
Do you wish to play another game?''
One of the nice things about winning a game
against a computer is that you don't have to face a
sore loser. Or a partner who's tired of "playing the
same old game." Or have to put up with being called
a cheater.
·
The worst part of losing a game to a computer is a
blow to the ego by being beaten b) a "dumb
machine." A game called "Race" pit> the user in a
Ferrari against the computer in a mail truck. A loss
here can be devastating to one's morale.
Race and Salvo (Battleship) are two of 23 games
plugged into the UNM Computing Center's library
by three students. Chuck Vining, an engineering
student who first began the move to get the games
into the system, joined up with "Pat" Patterson and
Rod Duncan.
Vining designed four of the games while the
others are either original, taken from books, or
gleaned from other computer buffs. The system of
games, GAMECO, is available to any student who
has a computer user number. As a result. the
average student without a number, or friend with a
number. is out <Jf luck.
Vining says the games "break the ice for people
who are afraid of. or don't know how to use, the
machines," He attributes his own continued interest

in computing science to his early discovery of the
games.
"":illiam ~ennell, acting director of computing
serv1ces, sa1d the center "doesn't support the
games." By that he means the center doesn't upkeep
the program or guarantee they will do what they say.
. H~weve~, the ce~ter does often include the games
In onenlatJon sessJons and allows users to play the
games as long as there is no one waiting to use the
terminals for other more mundane projects, such as
homework or data manipulations.
GAMECO rates its games simple, intermediate,
and advanced player levels. While. most games are
designed for only one player, the advanced, threedimensional version of Star Trek ullows for up to
four players.
The themes of the games vary greatly;. all require
player interaction with the computer. In TWA, the
user flies a 707, in Lunar, lands a lunar module, and
in Subwar, captains a submarine.
. King 1 makes the user a king for the day, King 2
g1ves the user an eight-year reign. On a similar line,
Chomp asks the question, "What kind of monster
are you?" and Hangman dares you to guess the right
word and get a reprieve.
Ala Las Vegas come Dice (computer craps),
Yahtzee, Onearm ("can you stop when you've
won?''), and Nuclear Casino, where the user "plays
against time in a disintegrating game."
(Continued on page 3)
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Will Leave Country
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By Jon Bowman
Electrical Engineering Professor
c::l Jovan Djuric indicated yesterday
0
he would not ask the UNM Re';(
gents to overtflrn the University's
;?! decision to fire him.
il:
"It would be an exercise in futi:z: lity," he said. "I don't know whetht-1' er there's any sense in it."
Oil
Djuric was notified of the
University's intent to terminate
him in a memo sent to him last
~

·;;;

"'..

..

.,"
=-

March by UNM President Ferrel
Heady. That decision was upheld
this past week by the fa~ulty
Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee (AFTC) which held
hearings on the case last spring. ,
He will terminated effective
March 5 of next year,
"The whole due process system
has been screwed up so widely at
UN M, I don't know whether to

Astronaut Schmitt Tosses
Space Helmet Into Ring

New Mexico

DAILY LOBO

{

No.13
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202

Vol. 79

The New Mexico Dally Lobo is pub.
1ished Monday through Friday every
rc:=gu1nr week of the Unlve:sil:y year
nnd weekly during the summer aession
by the Donl'd of Student Publieo.tlons of
the University oC New Mexieo, and is
nat financially nssot:Intcd with UNM.
Second cln.ss postage paid at Albuquerque, New 1\lexico 8'1131. Subsc.rJption
rate is $10.00 for tl1e ncndemrc year.
The opinion.s expressed on the editorial pages of The Dally Lobo are
those of the au.tho.r solely. Unsis'ned
oplnton is that of the editorial board
of The Dnill' Lobo. Nothing prblted in
The Daily Lobo nO<CSSIU11y represents
the views of the University or New
Mexico.

Covered
...,.agon
Mo\.efs<:!··Honc!Mode lrtdfan Jewell)•
OI.D1"CW~

laugh or cry,'! Djuric said, "Can 1
assume the Regents will be impartial after this many negative decisions in the UN M channels and
after they tried to retire me before?"
Djuric said he does not know
what he will do in the future, but
he will likely return to Europe (he
was originally a citizen of Yugoslavia).
"If I am finished here, I am
finished in this country altogether,"
he said. "With my history, who's
going to touch me? I would remain
unemployed until! died."
The professor said the "AFTC
report is illegal but it will stick."
The report itself upheld University charges against. Djuric that he
had continually refused to carry his

share of the academic load in his---··"""'-=""' ·
department and that he had exhi·
bited antagonistic and uncooperaBy Colleen Curran
tive behavior.
Between August 27 and SeptemHowever. the AFTC concluded
ber 8. there were four more bicycle
the University "has not shown unthefts on campus, and four parking
satisfactory performance in Profes·
permits were stolen: three from
sor Djuric's classroom teaching or
cars and one from a purse in the
in his scholarly activities."
SUB cafeteria. One motorcycle and
"The AFTC report was an attwo cars were vandalized, and altempt to absolve the UNM community of all guilt," Djuric said.
though nothing was taken in all
three cases, a set of golf clubs was
"This committee has given me even
clearly
visible in one of the autos.
less than the Regents. The Regents
The most bizarre crime of the
were more humane than these live
· week was an indecent exposure in
guys."
· Zimmerman Library. The suspect
Djuric said the Regents gave him
· followed his victim until they
'
retirement pay when they tried to
· reached a secluded area where he
involuntarily terminate him (Au. exposed himself.
gust 1974), but the current, and
A toti!l of twelve pictures was
final, termination report allows for
taken
in two separate incidents
no retirement benefits.
"Up
to
a
point,
I
fought
from along hallways of the Career
"Society has kicked me out with
nq remorse and. no feeling at all for sio!Jately. The matler has be,com:t5 Services Center in a sudden rash of
the: rules," Djuric said. "The political and justice has count,,dl such thefls.
Faculty Handbook is the law. It little--it's been a muller of nn<ue<"l
he said.
was not followed in this case.

By Joseph Monahan
Calling himself a "political novice," hut one with a broad background
in public administration, former astronaut Harrison H. Schmitt announced yesterday he will seek the Republican nomination for the U.S. Senate
seat held by Joseph Montoya.
Schmitt, 45, said he had not talked with Joe Skeen about his candidacy
The UNM Folksong Club will meet Up·
and he said he was fully aware that Skeen will probably also seek the stair.
in the SUB rm. 253. 8·10 p.m.
nomination. Schmitt said a fight for the nomination between Skeen and
1975 graduo11c students :md ptwple who
himself would be "healthy."
p:tid for a 1975 vcarb()ok plca5e come pick up
"I think it's even more healthy for the state of New Mexico, particularly \·our books in tfie Alumm oflkc, seconll floor
if Mr. Skeen decides to run. I think you'll see quite a contrast in \1f the SUB. Grad studcnts get one free.
experience, education and style and I think that will be good for the state
The UNM Fencing Club is meeting atli30
p.m. in Carlisle <lvm. Sept. II. All skill
as well as the nation."
including bC:ginncrs weh:omc. Call
Schmitt has not lived in the state on a permanent basis for the past lc\-ds.
242·5990 betwe<n 10 and It p.m.
twenty years, but yesterday he maintained he is "sensitive" and "closely
Carli..lS C.a1.arcs will r~cruit minorities for
identified" with New Mexico.
th~ Michigtan State Cullese of Osteopouhic
The main flaw of Sen. Montoya, Schmitt said, was his "lack of ,\fedu:inc "Sepl. 10 at C"luc.:tno Studies bebackground in technology and public administration." He said the major ''vcen 10 a.m. ilnd 2 p.m.
issue for the coming decade is energy and that his background as an
Engineer's Juint Council will meet Sept. 10
astronaut and invol.vement in federal energy programs qualified him for a ;u 4 p.m. in the Dcan·s l."tmfercnce rm1m. FEC
109. All n:prcsent.atives are required tc.l atposition in the senate.
tend.
Schmitt walked on the surface of the moon in December of I972 as a
ASUNM CONSTITUTIONAL CONVEN·
member of the Apollo 17 crew. He retired from NASA last month.
TION ~VILL MEET 7 p,m. Sort. II. !econd
noorot theSLIB.Semantu."S·V,ql besubJCCt.

UNM Anthn>poiogy Club introductory
moctmg Sept. 10 at 7:30p.m. at 1515 Copper
NE. Call 243·7356 or 268·6111 for info.
ln~truction

ASUN~1

,.
I

in Kundaleni Yoga ur the
Alumni Chapel. 10 week course beginning
toda-. moeL< T. Th 12:30.1:30 p.m. and/or
Thui'<. 7 p.m.

PEC Presents

Applications are now being accepted for the
ASVN.M: Spca.kers Committ.ee. They must be
recei\o't>d by Friday. Scpt.l2 in the ASUNM office,

rm.242.

ROD STEWART
AND FACES

Positions are now open Cor voter registr11rs with
ASt:'NM. Applications ean be picked up al th('
St'B. nn. 242.
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Cheater Travelatead
Travelstead, will have to be paid
for using money from the 1976
bond election proposal which gives
state colleges $22 million for capital construction and equipment.
Travelstead said although most
of the new money will pay for
salaries, department chafrmen will
be able to decide· whether salaries
should be increased for employed
instructors or whether they want to
have more teaching assistants and
lessen their own loads within the
department.

,,.
.,>t
f

Saturday, S·eptember 13th
Johnson Gym
8:0·0 p.m.
Tickets 36.50, 35.50 to Students
Gold St.

Clr~;;:R~;!~~~m

&

Locations,

Nat.u.ral Soun.d H, Albuquerque Ticket Agency, &
.
Candy Man

~

~rfrl'rl"rftl'rl'rl'rFrfrfJ'J'rFJ'rfrfrl"rl"rl'rfrfrfrF,!'ri"Nri"Nrl'ri"J'ti',J'J'J'J'thl"JN'I'.!'J"rfNNN>J'ri'J'Nrf>il'rNfNNJ'rfh

(Continued from page I)

"'

other schools or UNM colleges on :ll

;l:;
The amendment change was fol- ~.

u provisionary basis.

was not solved since the amendment will be placed in the student
catalog which will not be published
for two years. The amendment will
affect less than 30 students who
either transferred into A&S· from

lowed by a brief discussion on S
admission requirements into the' 0
University which was cut short by a ~
motion to adjourn, 'The motion was~
promptly seconded und carried.
g.
.o

F~reign Language Cut
(Contmued from page I)
science professor Peter Lupsha, said he could not
understand the University requiring foreign languages
coprses for entering students when it did require them
for students graduating from UNM.
·
Following.the failure of the motion, Weaver's move
to eliminate the requirement altogether passed on a
close voice vote.
'
. The_ new entrance standards will now require
mcommg students at UNM to have taken three units
of English in high school: two units of natural
sciences, lwo units of mathematics: and two units of
social sciences. Pending approval by the UNM Regents, they will take effect in February 1977.
Three other amendments to them were passed
during yesterday's faculty meeting. One amendment
sets procedures for UNM applicants who want to
make up deficiencies in required subject areas: anoth·
er allows PE and ensemble music courses to be
computed in student's high school grade point ave-

'l'UI~ LoS'I'

fIf

rages: and the last says the new standards will only
apply to students who graduate from high school after February 1977.
~
In other action, the faculty yesterday approved a :S
request by the UNM Daily LOBO that it be permitted "'
to photograph faculty meetings.
The faculty also heard from UNM president·
d· ~s1gna
·
te W'll'
· 1t was D avis' first meeting
1 tam D. av1s.
wtth the faculty as a whole, but he said he had been
meeting with individuals and small groups connected
with UN M since his arrival,
Davis said he has been greatly assisted by the report
recently released by the Committee on University
Pla~ning, and he told the faculty, "I solicit your
advice and counsel and suggestions.on improving the
University."
The president-designate spoke for only a few
minutes, concluding. "I'm pleased and honored to be
associated with such a distinguished faculty and
University."

(Continued from page I)
For the more. bloodthirsty players there are a
Cal-Stanford game of Football, the brains and guts
Russkie, and Ackack, a simulated anti-aircraft battery.
The remammg games, Golf, Maze, and
Wordseek. are probably better for the more placid
player. Taxman, "a game of numbers and their
factors," is in a category all its own.
There are rumors that the State may be moving to

banish games from the Computer Center's library
due to the increasing number of computer students
and the lack of a growing facility to take care of
them. Before the games are discontinued. the state is
trying to assess the value of game playing to the
computer student.
At the butt of the problem is space. If the smoking
issue extinguishes the value Vining feels exists in
computer game playing, GAMECO may suffer a
terminal cancer.

The Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Present
America's Finest Modem Dance Troupe

Alvin Ailey
Dance Company
The

Two Performances
·Two Different Programs "
Thursday, Friday, October 2, 3 -8:15pm
Student Subscribers Please note:
Your Passes will be honored only on Oct. 2

Liquid ~ilver *B.95 oz.
6Q9-6on on aii Jewelry

AJIBROSIA

he returned. In the second incident
the victim was playing basketball
when his checkbook, wallet, clothing. shoes and dorm key were
stolen from the playing floor.
Six foreign currency bills of no
great monetary value were taken
from a professor's office. The currency was Uruguayan. Bolivian,
Brazilian, and Argentinian.

. .. Computers Lose Gracefully

JERRY JEFF WALKER

\VITH SPECIAL GUESTS

I

'

There were three auto burglaries
around UNM--the thieves got
away with two purses from one car
and a can of tennis balls and two
rackets from another.
A room in the Hokona-Zia dorm
was broken into and a wristwatch,
some blank checks, a tape player
with two speakers and an unknown
amount of tapes were taken.
A safe in the Speech and Hearing Center was forced open and a
$20 check and $50 to $60 cash were
taken. In another such incident,
$10 in cash and $5 worth of postage
stamps were stolen from a room in
the Geology Building.
Two larcenies occurred in
Johnson Gym: one person left his
wallet in his towel in the shower
area of the men's locker room for a
few minutes, and it was gone when

GSA Councilm~cling. ScjH. 10. 7
253. SUB.

-._.,..__ OL'P ,ALBUQ!IERQUE.

T-e""""-~-t~,to__,;,B_e.....:_·R,;_e--=q:...-u-1.i~~~::......·d.....,;~'
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Funding Battle

(Continued from page I)
program according to level, cateOrguni7,ation<~l meeting of the
and number of students. In
Sept. 10. 7 r.m .. ln'l Ctr. Guests
reps of Puchh., Cultural C .
words, a freshman class in
Indian Youth Cnuncil. All ·
science would get a unit of
.students urc urged to uttcnd sinc.:e
while a graduate course in
UCiU.icmic ;md finHncial aiU t1lunscling
gin:n.
ng might receive a rating
units.
The units will deterMeeting nf the En~inccr.~ Jninl
Sept. 10. <$ p.m. D~.:un s L"(llll'crencc rm.
within certain limits, the
109. All rcprcsmltativcs nrc rc4Uircll lo ill·
of funds each department
tend.
II get.
UNM Anthro. Club intmducton•
This new formula will divide the
Sept. tO. 7:30 r·m· 1515 ('t>npcr'Ave..
nds in accordance with the costs
Further inf<H'ill 243· 7356 od68-6111.
University programs. The·
UNM Rt1gb"! Jom now. Meeting at :
em, said Travelstead. is
So. Campus. 5:30 p.m. T. Th. Further
cod! Louie 268-9774 or Roy 268·61 t t.
h we know the share we get
II be bigger. we don't know how
In t.mlcr to keep \'Our VA chcck.s. "'""""
bigger."
\UU must inform die Cou .
Mesa Vist•1 2108 or the new
He noted the actual dividing up
enrolled in for the full semester. If vou
funds will be determined by his
not filled out the info shccl listing
ch1:,scs. tlo so this week to prc\·crH ;.rm·
after he has consulted long
in )'OUr payments.
•
with each respective dean.
Rcgistmti~m lhr SlK-rcr Ctlnllnuc.s. Am
The dynamics between needs
intcrc;tcd :-.huult.l register this week:
requirements are in .balance
lt•:•u•tt• "t:trl" "\.•nt 14
said Travelstead, but enrolland salaries can tilt the comThe Simulations Associalion wtll hold its
gaming session o( the year Sunday, Sept.
distribution.
noon in the SUB rm. 231A&D. Elections w1TI 1
the money will b~
held.
proportio1~ed as it always has been.
College of Arts and Sciences,
instance, approximately 90 per
of the money goes to salaries,
students should not expect difI· ro.:t! 'pC..::I.Ii IIIJlh WHHIO); pro~ ram flit I
funding to bring a new
.. tudl!nh, .111 k\l!h: umh:f!!rJ.d. gri.!d.
of
equipment.
nmwnh '1t11.lcnh '~•n1.1d Pr11f. (in\!pn, Dt:'l:
\1.11!1, ihrm.••H!:~o..., -D.:!
Any new equipment, said

-

GoNzo liANn

in Concert at the Civic An<liforium
Ft•iday Sc1•t. t 2, •n7S S::lO 1uu
AdvuncL' tickciH ul: S!Hl Tidu·t Offici.', Oold SL
RceordH, Hicdlln~s .\I11Hic, ,\Jt(onlo'b in Winl'ock.

$10.00, $9.00, $8.00, $7.00, $6.00
Tickets Available now at Box Office
Telephone: 277:3121
Undergraduates with Activity Card .
may Purchase Two Tickets maximum at
1/2 the Regular Prices
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A Letter Home
By Alail Pope
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Requiem For
Jovan Djuric

,

After several years of battling the UNM ·administration and the
:Regents, the question of Jovan Djuric's teaching position has been
Q.. answered.
,
.
The faculty Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee (AF'rC),
after postponing a final decision of the Djuric matter for years,
gave Djuric the final shaft by agreeing that he should be fired.
Djuric is contemplating whether to leave this country or not and
perhaps his disillusionment with "the system" would be a good
enough reason to go.
Dj uric faced a system which could not tolerate him so the order
came down to eliminate him. No one could fire him so he was
"involuntarily retired" for health reasons.
We live in modern times and so the best comparison would be
the Soviet Union where dissidents are no longer shot, but calmly
retired to state mental institutions.

'

Th~

solitary opposition in that I do
Dear Mr. Horn:
Thank you, sir, for your letter not purport to represent any
explaining how we might group or class. My opposition is
discuss the matter of manda- based primarily, though nor entirely, on principle: as a consertory athletic fees.
Before I respond directly to vative, I dislike governmental
your letter, please let me say intrusion into the private sector
that my strong opposition to the (especially when I'm part of
mandatory athletic fee is a very that private sector and the ef-

If this is the final appearance of Jovan Djuric, we can only wish
him luck and wait for each member of the AFTC to have his or her
turn on the block.

Letter To The Comptroller;
Protest Over Fee
Dear Sir:

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

,,II

Recently I paid $225 for tuition and fees for the fall semester at
UN M Law School. This letter is written to notify you that I officially
protest having to pay approximately $12.50 of the fees as a
condition upon my enrollment. The $12.50 fee to which I now
refer subsidizes the UNM intercollegiate athletic program.
Please reimburse the $12.50 immediately--without disenrolling
me from the Law School. If you can not return the $ 1 2. 50 without
disenrolling me, then please keep the $12.50-but be advised that
I am prepared (though I do not cherish the thought) to sue in Court
for the $12.50.
As you probably realize, this letter marks the first time I have
communicated with you regarding my intention to resist the
$12.50 athletic fee. Therefore, I am enclosing portions of a letter
written to Mr. Calvin Horn and President Ferrel Heady on July 8,
1975. That letter summarizes the rationale and motives underlying this resistance.
Neither Mr. Horn nor President Heady answered the (enclosed)
letter of July 8, 1975. I am sincerely sorry for that. As matters
now stand, I have exhausted what few administrative remedies are
available to me and have only the courts upon which to rely.
I will turn to the courts with great reluctance, for three primary
reasons: having to sustain the burden of demonstrating a negative
(that intercollegiate athletics affords no real educational value to a
non-fan, be he student or non-student) makes my chances of
success small; resisting the $12.50 tax tends to make me appear
"anti-establishment," which I certainly am not; waging this
campaign could lead to notoriety, which I detest.
In conclusion, please understand that my position is based
solely on honest principle, not personalities nor vindictiveness.
Whether I succeed in resisting the imposition of the $12.50 tax or
not, I sincerely wish all the Lobo athletic teams the very best of
luck.
Clarence Edward Keys
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Open Letter To Calvin Horn;
The Mandatory Athletic Fee

The AFTC decision on the tenure case of John S. Mann was
thrown out the window as fast as the Regents could get their
hands on it.
Who are the members of the AFTC trying to kid? The AFTC has
only hurt itself by going against Djuric and for all practical
purposes the committee has proven it does not have any concept
of the term ''academic freedom''
Perhaps the committee was just agreeing with the administration that Djuric was a troublemaker and if something strikes home
in a faculty member's heart, it is a troublemaker in a department.
j\

;;!'

~

uncompromising ones.

'YOU AIN'T MUCH,SlR <PI't3~S~ ..BUT YOU'RE All I'VE GOTf1

The most disappointing feeling about the AFTC decision is the
fact it was handed down by Djuric's fellow faculty who really have
no affect on academic freedom at all.

.I

sed with wanting to talk in class.
,, . '
At least I got one good class where I can talk:
English 100. We have this computer-programmed
text, and each day in class we take turns guessing
the correct answer. Yesterday, I got to say "A" and
"D" and "C" twice,
Sometimes in English I get to say a whole word.
On Monday I picked out the correct answer to this
question: Frame 3201: What is the conjunctive
adverb of this sentence: "Finally, we must remember that all hot air rises." I got it right, and I was so
glad to talk in class.
I have to go now, hit the ol' books. Remember
to ride Ginger, and send more peanuts.
Love, Alfred Freshman

]---------~-----------------------------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------~

~

'

1

Hi. Hope you're fine. Thanks for the ·bag of
peanuts, everybody in the dorm liked them.
The dorm! At first I was sharing a room with a
girl. The computer thought I was a girl. We got on
all right, but now I have my own room. The food is
great.

You and Dad wanted to know about my classes .
They're all hard, but I'm going to try hard not be
one of those random illiterates that the Dean keeps
finding on campus.
Most of my classes take place in a beautiful,
orange astro-dome, biggest room I've ever seen. 1
have to sit. in back, but with opera glasses 1 am
almost face-to-face with the teacher.
If you talk in class the teacher said he would
throw you out. No talking. After class all thousand
of us sadly leave the exciting lecture, but at least
they play some music to calm our spirits.
My chemistry class is in the same room. They
put up a movie screen so that we can see the image
of the teijcher. No talking here, either. I'm obses-

Features Editor

Photo Editor

Sarah Seidman

Miguel Gandert

feet upon me is adverse).
Please let me briefly
my argument against the
datory athletic fees. I do
attend the athletic events at
UNM; my time is taken up in
other matters. Unless one
tually attends some of the ;urlle·•
tic events at UN M, he rec,eived
no ben13fit from the
giate athletic program;
beneficiaries of that prc,gnlml
are the participants and
The
intercollegiate
i
program, in economic terms,
a private rather than a pu 1
good; i.e., it is much more like
gallon of gasoline or an a
ney's labors or a movie th"~"'"
than it is a public park or
student newspaper or a n
army. One should be able
pay and benefjt, by attendance
or not pay and not benefit,
non-attendance.
To charge me a $12.50
semester "tax," as a cond
upon enrollment--as a
~n;t•;n,•
upon the exercise of a
guaranteed right--while not 1
posing that "tax'' upon
non-student population in
state strikes me as the kind '
government action that I, as
good conservative, should
on principle.
I intend so to resist.
I welcome an opportunity
discuss this matter with you. I
am not happy with the oo~;sib>lll.l
need to resort to the courts
resolve the issue. Such resort
in
not
disrespectful,
op1mon; but it isn't
friendliest course of action,
er, is it?
Clarence Edward

Arts & Media
Terry England

Copy Editor
Susan Walton

Teresa Coin

Sports Editor
Harold Smith

Business Manager
Harry Chapman
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The Hewlett-Packard
HP-21 Scientific
$125.00*

The Hewlett-Packard
HP-25 Scientific Programmable
$195.00*

The calculations you face require no less.
Today, even so-called "non-technical" courses
(psych, soc, bus ad, to name 3) require a variety of technical calculations-complicated calculations that become a whole lot easier when
you have a powerful pocket calculator.
Not surprisingly, there are quite a few such
calculators around, but ours stand apart, and
ahead. We started it all when we introduced the
world's first scientific pocket calculator back in
1972, and we've shown the way ever since.
The calculators you see here are our newest,
the first of our second generation. Both offer you
technology you probably won't find in competitive calculators for some time to come, if ever.
Our HP-21 performs all arithmetic, log and
trig calculations, including rectangular/polar
conversions and common antilog evaluations ..

It's display is fully formatted, so you can choose
between fixed decimal and scientific notation.
Our HP-25 does all that--and much, much
more. It's programmable, which means it can
solve automatically the countless repetitive
problems every science and engineering student
faces.
With an HP-25, you enter the keystrokes
necessary to solve the problem only once.
Thereafter, you just enter the variables and
press the Run/Stop key for an almost instant
answer accurate to 10 digits.
Before you invest in a lesser machine, by all
means do two things: ask your instructors
about the calculations their courses require; and
see for yourself how effortlessly our calculators
handle them.

s

HEWLETT

PACKARD

Both the HP-21 and HP-25 are almost
certainly on display at your bookstore. If' not,
call us, toll-free, at 800·538-7922 (in Calif.
800-662-9862) for the name of an HP dealer
near you.
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
Dept. 65SB, 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014

~C)L.MAI\I'ra• IN}§)
401 Wyoming NE 265·7981
Hours--Monday-Friday 8:00am-5:30pm
Saturday 8:30am·4:30pm
We honor A/E, BAC, MC.
615/J.S

*Suggested retail pric:e, excluding appllcable state and loca1 taxes-

Contihental U.S., Alaska & Hawaii.
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Bob Be·rg On AII-A·merica List··"

By Chris Belcher
I prepared myself for attending
.al the quadruple feature of X-rated
iil' movies currently playing at the
~ Backdoor Twin Theaterby perusing
.8 Arthur Knight's "Sex in the Cinej rna" and Kenneth Turan and
b Stephen Zito's excellent history of
·;; the genre, "Sinema".
~ From Knight I learned that the
.5:! last few years have seen an interna111 tiona! reaction against hard-core
~ cinema which is giving many direc~ tors nightmares about losing artiZ stic license. From Turan and Zito I
learned how sex movies have evol:: ved in the last twenty years from
a. innocuous no-touch "N udie-

Cuties" to the
ultra-explicit. Jones," "Behind'the Green Door," because of the television talk-show · have of such movies soon;
By Harold Smith
"Beaver Films." Turan and Zito and "Xaviera Hollander" have exposure that made Linda Love- a new and more chaste era
The placekicker for the UN M
also relate Albuquerque's unique been playing for several years now .
lace a familiar face, is simply a us. But it has been suggested
11 team, Bob Berg, was
role in erotic film history: It seems
Moving past the ticket booth- hilarious motion picture. The fact. "sex films, by accurately
by "The Sporting News" in
that the visiting Russian basketball whose occupant intimidated me that the freckle-nosed Lovelace what Henry James once
September 8 issue to its 1975
team chose their stop in this city as with the help of the one-way glass feels no shame at what she does great relation', have become ·"elltson All-Ameri<'a first team.
·
the right time to take in "Deep which allows him to survey makes the viewer at ease enough to largely unacknowledged
of our times." If this is true,
Throat," which had been getting customers without himself being enjoy the humor of the plot,
international publicity. Unfortu- surveyed--1 went to the extremely
Experienced erotic actor Harry one has the right to speculate
nately for the team, the admission dark theatre, where my finally en- Reems puts forth the same image. future ·archaeologists will 1
price was too high for their budget, larged pupils found a handful of Even though he vacillates between when they find these films
so they had to forego the pleasure old men sitting with their raincoats a Viennese and a British accent in beneath the rubble. of old
graphic
moviehouses.
(if this indeed is what it would have folded neatly across their laps.
movies like "The Devil and
been).
.
I recognized the scene on the
Jones" and "Behind the
Fortified with this new knowle- screen as "The Devil and Miss
Door," probably they will have
dge, I entered the Central Avenue Jones," in which a suicidal spinstrouble maintaining their
theatre where not only "D.eep . tress played by Georgina Spelvin is
composure, judging the
Throat" but "The Devil and Miss given another chance to live by the
extended sex scenes as the
devil and chooses to use it in purculture as unimaginative as
suit of sensual pleasure. It was the
decadent. But then, upon fi
famous snake segment, where Miss
Jones darts her tongue in and out his role as psychiatrist, his comic beaming Linda Lovelace
like the serpent with whom she' is presence in all circumstances a doctor for curing her of a
having relations. This and other makes one suspect that he· could be disorder while a folk-rock
spectacles were quaint, but overall a legitimate actor if he so chose. the background coos irrelev<ml
Ms. Spelvin 's acting ability--on The ingenuous amorality of Reems rics such as;
which she had to rely for a few and Lovelace combine with a fairly
Don't let it get your goat,
That's all she wrote,
non-sex scenes--is quite mediocre, clever dialogue and a tongueinleaving one to wonder why critics cheek musical soundtrack to make
Deeee ... p Throaaa ... t. ..
call her the best actress in erotic "Deep Throat" a movie to rememMight they be excused for
ing into guffaws and
film.
ber.
OCTOBER 11, 1975-DECEMBER 6, 1975
"Behind
the
Green
Door"
is
elbows
in the ribs?
Perhaps
memories
are
all
we
will
For the first time In the Southwest a comprehensive apsomewhat
more
interesting,
alproach course for the Law School Admissions Test Is being
though the edition which I viewed
offered. Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. of
.seemed
to be missing some crucial
Washington, D.C. offers two preparatory courses to help you
linh in the plot. Most of the action
with the first crucial step In your professional career.
takes place at a nightclub where
Professional Instruction by licensed attorneys to prepare
the
performance is of "the ravishyour for the LSAT examination.
ing
of
a girl who has been abducConcerts
Limited enrollment for maximum student involvement.
ted," by five or six women and an
PEC presents Rod Stewart & Faces Saturday, 8 p.m., Johnson
Updated course materials reflecting current subject matter
number
of
men.
Marilyn
equal
Gym.
on LSAT exams.
By Randy Builder
The Sequoia Quartet will perform at 8; 15 p.m. tonight in Rodey
Chambers, better known as the
Specialized techniques, developed by PEL to help improve
Lucero and Gerard MooTheatre, $2.00 admission.
mother on the box of Ivory Soap,
exam scores.
of
the UNM Karate Club
displays a gymnastic ability that
A course approach designed for you to achieve maximum
Film
Grand
Champion and firstOlga Korbut would envy after she
scores on the exam by· using knowledge obtained In your
The Rodey Film Festival continues this week with Orson Welles'
trophies in a tournament held
begins to enjoy her ravishment.
college curriculum.
.
"Mr.
Arkadin,"
7:30p.m.
Sunday.
Admission,
$1.00.
West
Mesa High Schnol last
Also impressive, if somewhat conPENM guarantees that If you do not score 600 or above
SUB
films
are
shown
at
7
&
9
p.m.
on
weekdays,
and
II
p.rn.
rday.
' ·
'· · ·''
trived and self-conscious, is the
on the LSAT or on the MCAT you may take the course again
weekends. All films $1.00. This week's schedule includes; "The
won his trophies in the
display of photographic special ef·
at no charge.
Searchers," a John Ford, John Wayne western, tonight.
Ivv~reiflht black-belt sparring
feels at the high point of the orgy,
Tomorrow night: "Fires on th~ Plain," Kon Ichikawa's look at
· He also placed second
by which time the club spectators
w
1
heavyweight
black-belt kata.
have become performers as well.
night, one of the few films directed by a woman, Lini
taking first in the
"Deep Throat," better known
•:eaiiVweiglht brown-belt kumite
Wertmuller: "The Seduction of Mimi" (Italy).
than either of the other two
•
•
•
Mondragon went on
the
Grand
Championship.
Drama
were II out of 35 members
The Bugger City Poverty Players will perform "Stray C~t Blues,"
UNM's
Karate
who
an original play by William Weldon at the Humanities Bldg.
Theatre, tomorrow thru Sunday, 8; 15 p.m.
The Albuquerque Little Theatre presents "Prisoner on Second
The Searchers
Avenue," all this week, 8 p.m., except Saturday, 6 & 9 p.m., and
The Searcher11 Is a John Ford . John
Sund
2& 8

1
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Berg said yesterday amidst the
hub-bub of reporters and photographers at the athletic building on
the south campus, "I only found
out about it this morning. It's just
preseason. Is it good?"
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BOREDWAJLK UNM Karate Club
Takes Two Firsts

•

•

•

Sa~~day

"

participated in the open tourna·
ment sponsored by, the San Jose
Kajukembo Club.
Other members of the club who
placed were; Valerie Chrane, who
came in second in the senior women's · Kat:i competition· ana Ed
Jaskowlski, Who placed fourth in
the color-belt competition. Gary
Purdue, also of the club, was the
chief referee.
The judges of the event
represented local karate schools.

•.

Berg is the first Lobo football
Berg has hit II of 12 attempts
player in UN M history to be selec- under 30 yards, six of nine from
ted for a first team All-America 30-40 yards and is six of eight from
list. Last year Berg was the second farther out than 40 yards.
most accurate kicker in the nation
Mondt also said Berg always
and seventh in kick scoring.
knows when he is in range. This
Hitting 18 of 24 field-goal at· enables Mondt to determine which

tempts Berg ties the then NCAA
record. H also hit 82 per cent of
his point-after tries.
Asked if he thought he could
continue putting the ball between
the posts, he said, "If I have good
holding and good centering I can.
Kicking the ball is not the important thing.
"If the ball is going to be there I
don't have anything to worry
about."
Berg's holder from the 1974-75
season, Max Hudspeth, was hurt so
Berg said freshman Kurt McGill,
who did the same job while at
Highland High School, will take
over the duties. Berg said McGill
has done well in practice. He said
last year when Hudspeth was quarterbacking following Steve Myer's
injury other players filled in, and
although they did well in practice,
they failed in the game situation.
Berg said he did not think McGill would choke during the game.
UNM Coach Bill Mondt said, "I
am very happy about it; glad somebody recognized him.. ' .
"I didn't expect it, but it doesn't
surprise me. He (Berg) is very, very
consistent. He doesn't have distance records or anything like that,
but from within 30 yards he is
accurate.,.
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Sports

Line Up

The Daily LOBO sports page
presents:
CRY
WOLF:
Del
Jones'
question-and-answer trivia column returns for an encore this
week. Since his initial column last
week the LOBO has received
several questions via phone calls
and campus mail. If you have a
question send it to the LOBO
office in Marron Hall, or call
277-4202.
. CROSS COUNTRY: Hugh Hackett's Haulers will 'have their
first meet this Saturday. Look for
LOBO
sportswriter
Peter
is his highest percentage outlet in a Madrid's preview which will
fourth-down situation.
headline runner Faustino SalaBerg, along with the rest of the zar. Salazar and his teammates
Wolfpack, will take on the Fresno will meet the Air Force Academy
State Bulldogs, who defeated Ful- in Colorado,
lerton State last weekend,

on

Paralegal Training Course
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The Mountain Chalet has Down Jackets!
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Kon Ichikawa's Masterpiece

\

Saturday
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Call now for a free hair analysis,
consultation, and sketCh of what
your hair will look like.

It's a Lol·La·Pa·Loo·Za (Unisex) Hair Design
1123 Central NE
&12·8565

lllOOCanoolaria NE
293-2929-
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"'Stagecoach" {the vehicle that mild(>
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River" "Fort Apache"' and.

1

Continuing Legal Education of New Mexico
1117 Stanford NE
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Phone: 842-3476

~

9

Monday, September 15th 7:45 p.m.
International Center
1808 Las Lomas
We'll serve bagels and lox
.We'll need your presen<;e an<l
ideas to help break the ice.
Want to help? Call299-1502

I

'

.,

~

into a star) Natalie Wood. Jeffrey
Ward Bond, and Vera Miles are co-

The University of New Mexico School of Law and the State Bar of New
Mexico are co-sponsoring a Paralegal Training Course, which will be
held in room 101 at UNM Law School on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings from 6:30 - 9:30 pm. The course will begin on October 2, 1975
and last until May 30, 1976. The tuition is $250.00, and covers the cost
of all books and materials. The course will cover all major substantive I
areas of law and procedure, as well as legal writing and research, verbal
communication, ststems management and law office managemant. For 1
further information or application forms, please contact:
I

~~
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fast together and exchange ideas.

Thursday

1,
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Let's break the Yom Kippur

. Western reminiscent of their bri1liant
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Is there Jewish student
life at UNM?

Ne'W Mexico Certified
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SUB Theatre
7:00&9:00
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6307 Menaul NE
881·5223
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LAW SCHOOl ADMISSION TeSI Oct II..

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Prepare now. call Professiohal Educators ol

Qj

.Q

Qj

~

rn

0

Rates: l~ccnts per word per. day, poe dollar
minimum. Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per dny, (no refunds if cancelled
before five inserlionsl. Classified ad·
vcrtisements mul!t be paid in advance.

.Q

Q

.J
~

·;;

Marron Hall room 191 or by mail to;
Classified Advcrlising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N.M.
87131.

Q
Q
<J

·;;
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:E
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Qj

1. PERSONALS
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have
friends who cure at Birthright. 247·98 19. tfn
NAVARRQ .• Jfyou remember someone you

met two years ago. please call Barb at

:z

255-2039 today. I'm leaving town for good nt

oO

bye. 9-10.
GSA ELECTIONS FILING Deadline, 4:30
p.m. Sept. 10. 1975: GSA office. rm. 106SUB. 9-10.
YEARROUND COMPETITIVE SWIM

."
Qj

~

midnight tonight and want to say good·

team. Boys. girls .ag~ seven and older. No
competiti.vc expencnce n.ece~sary Two week
introduction wllhout obhgatton, stilrts Sept.
15. UNM Pool. More information contact

'

.._.......

Rick Klatt277-2208. 9-15.
2. LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: LADIES WATCH between
Scholes and Ortega 9·2. Call 881-7884 after 2
p.m. 9· I I.
·
LOST: SLIDE RULER with black leather
case Friday in Woodward Hall. Reward,

277-3382. 9-16.
LOST: CAT. grav adult, male. Please contact
413 Colulllbia SE'. 9· II.
LOST: half Malamute. half shepard, female
dog. Spence Springs. Jemez Mts. Sept. 7.
Reward. 277-3901,266-2961. 9-16

New Mexico Inc. 255·1904.
GETTING MARRIED? Our low oyerhead
saves you money on invitatio,ns. rmp~ms. and
wedding photography. Creal IV< Semces Ltd.
299· 7930. '
.
FAMOUS QUJVIRA BOOKSHOP un<l
PhatograRh Gallery is one-half block from

Johnson Gym on Cornell. Specml orcter ser·
vice.

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST,

stude~ts!

265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
PASSPORT. IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lo.west prices in town. Fast, plt"aslng. ~ear
UNM. Ca11.265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard
Blvd NE.

cent discount throu~h Sept. 3 f; 3007 Centra

NE. 255-4700. 9- I
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from camr.us.
Fenced-in
b'edroom
with fireplace:
$100backyard.
per mo. Own
plos half
utilities.

Prefer

non-smoker.

responsible

12
gradoate.facully.orstaff.255·0520.
9·
STUDIO
FOR RENT. 16 x 18 with bath.
$35
month. 842-036 I nights. 243·6938 days. 9·
12
ROOMMATE WANTED: Person in t"(enties, Apartment with root club. parkmg.
laundry. 10000 Menau NE. $105 mcludes
utilities. parking. 294·0494 (Fmnk). 9-12

I·'
I'

,~;3 ~g_~~A3~~GT. 8000 mi .. excellent
condition. full acces. s15o or best orrer s360950 8:00 a.m.-2:00p.m. '9-17

Paisano's Rolling Pizza
The End of a Cold Pizza
Cooked at your door
FREE Delivery to Students
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Sponsored by
Student Activities

enate Struggles With Budget
M President Alan Wilson,

111 Harvard SE
266-2700
Southwest's Finest Head
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wed. nesday' sept. 10' 1975

~

8:30p.m. SUB room 231-C
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to vote
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CALCuLATORs
sR 16 SR 50A
58.95
81.95

•

•

33.95

•

SR 51 A
122.95
•

These ewe newcalciJators and Include battery charger, carrying case and l·yearWCIITCIIlty.

SEND YOUR ORDER TODAY

New Mexico 88001
L C
The Calculator Corner, Box 1348 , as ruces,

To:

,.

Couches · Love Seats - Discs
Chairs · Refills · Large Color Line
Velv~ts · Cloths · Naugahyde

Please rush the Texas Instruments calculators to me OS indicated below:
QUJ-IL
"' 'TITY
MODEL
UNIT PRICE
TOTAL PRICE
New Mexico residents add Ll% sales tax. . ............ · · · S
Amount enclosed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · S

NAME ___________________________________
ADDRESS ________________~=---------=.=-----CITY·__________________ STATE ______ ZIP _ _ _ ,

Pat Benton,
Wilson for not caring
the small organizations on

ASUNM PEC PRESENTS

Senate Presidential Appointments
(PA) Committee.
Debate over McGuire's appointments centered around McGuire's
appointment to two committees;
his work on the ECC during the

IContinued (In page 3)

Djuric 'Will Rise Again'
Jovan Djuric, electrical enginee·
ring professor, yesterday said he
changed his mind and will appeal
to the UNM Regents to overturn
the University decision to terminate him.
"I've recharged my batteries," he
said. "I intend to take it all the
way."

Djuric, whose termination was
upheld in a report issued this week
by the faculty. Academic Freedom

and Tenure Committee (AFTC)
said he had been treated unfairly
by theAFTC.
He said he is now preparing a
defense of his case that will center
on the "AFTC's criminal cover-up
of a conspiracy against me.
"The ghost of Jovan Djuric will
rise again," he said.
Unless overturned by the Regents, Djuric's termination will be
effective March 5 of next year.

Fine Arts Dean Clinton Adams

14-Year Artists' Dream
Ripens Into Reality;
Arts Addition Funded
By Paul Vltt
After nearly 14 years, funds for the construction of the art building have
been fully allocated by Jhe Board of Educational Finance (BEF).
Financing was received through a state-issued bond drive of $42.5
million over a ten year period, with bonds being issued every two years.
This year concluded all sales.
Robert Schmidt, project engineer for' the University architect said, "The
art building receiving $560,000 in 1971, then in 1973 received nothing
because it was considered low priority. The balance of the funds came this
year, leftovers from the bond issue which brought the total to $2,916,000."
Due to the rise in the cost of construction, the original funds will no
longer be adequate and reduction on the scope of the project is under way
now.
Dean of Fine Arts Clinton Adams said, "Art departments are the last
major departments to receive new buildings even though the character of
the department calls for special facilities, this has been traditional on
American campuses."
Schmidt's plans on a starting date are tentative at best; "during the
current school year," was all he would say.
Once started the building has a 12-14 month completion date.
The building will be located south of Woodward Hall and will be
connected by a two-level bridge with the Fine Arts Library of Popejoy
Hall. It will also connect with the second level concourse between the
book store and the Lecture hall.
A<iams wants the new building to be for the use of majors or graduate
students. Classes taken by non-majors will continue to be taught in the old
buildings.
The building will contain no additional classrooms, but will provide
room for art studios, faculty offices and the slide library.
Adams' concern right now is over the fact that the building is already
too small to keep up with the bulging enrollment of the Fine Arts and
"the spartan budget will call for great creativity on the part of the architect
to make the building interesting.''

Solar Energy Bus Rides County Fair Circuit
By Lynda Sparber

\-1

,-vII

A new play by William Weldon
Sept.1l· 14
8:15 p.m.
Humanities Building Theatre

Tom McGuire

summer higher admission standards hearings; Jhe two votes cast
against McGuire in the PA committee meeting; and whether Wilson was trying to "force" the senate
into appointing McGuire.
Another topic of the McGuire
debate involved his "attitude" and
conduct after he was voted down
by the PA committee.
Senator Leslie Ingham, chairwoman of the PA committee, said that
he was quite visably disturbed
about the committee vote.
Senator Dick Lees said he attempted to have McGuire come
before the general Senate body, but
"he (McGuire) refus~;d."
Lees attempted several times to
have the order of the day reverted
(return to another item on the
agenda) so as to repeal the
ASUNM law which required the
Senate to confirm or turn down
McGuire's confirmation at this
meeting.
The law in question requires the
Senate to act on an appointment by
the third meeting after the president makes the appointment. The
law was repealed.
The Senate also repealed the law
establishing the ASUNM Coffeehouse.
The repeal of the coffeehouse
law came when David Levine came
before Senate for confirmation as
chairman of the Coffeehouse.
The coffeehouse was repealed

.

[

Stray Cat Blues

"You seem to place an awful lot
of importance on your appointments," she said. "But you don't
seem to care about the small organizations which will fall flat if your
vetos stick and we don't give them
funding."
Wilson's appointment, Tom
McGuire, received a "do not pass"
recommendation for both the EEC
and Curricula positions from the

'

ern NM on Route

Starting at $12.95 · 10% off with this ad!
Hours: 10:00 - 7:00 Monday · Thursday 10:00 · 9:00 Friday

Bugger City
Players Present:

student Senate last night
to cut $!000 from a bill it
passed earlier to finance the
Film Committee.
The refusal came after an argubetween senators and Wilson
his announced intento veto appropriations made
Senate and also centering on
appointment of Tom
uire to the Entrance and
Committee (EEC) and
u•u''"'" Committee.
Speaking for the Film CommitRon Kay said the deletion of
$1000 "would hamstring us."
said the 11Joney, which would
toward buying a new projector,
essential and that without it,
no purpose in us trying to
'" "''"'" in g."
agreed and stuck to
original bill to allocate $3000 to
Film Committee.
said he would veto the
I and added he was not opposed
the Film Committee getting the
but he did not want
to overspend.
president told the Senate
night it had the duty to estafiscal responsibilities for
•uNM and he chastised it for
ifrsllend in g.
senators, P.M. Duffeyand Dick Lees among
suggested the Senate curtail
until it could be determuch money it will
for this semester.
said the final figure on
amount in the budget will be
in three weeks, after enhas been tabulated.
Orlando Segura said he fasome form of "making finanpro_jection,s," but he noted to
late in the semester would

~~~~~!:~i~s::e~~n~~a,~t~o;,

7401 Menaul NE

f

Thursday, September ·11, 1975

t With Wilson L

DRIVER WITH CAR needeu for I
uec1oeu.
266-6763. 9-10
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couple, Terms and time to be

Bean Bag Village

I'

I

~

.t?z;24?0~ s~==-J~~
Quality BeEm Bag Furniture
One Year Guarantee

'

'

and Saturday nights. Must be 21
1
App1y ·10 pwon, no Phone ca Jls. ple·'sc.
Wav Liljuor Stores. 5704 Lomas NE.
Menuul N E. 9·19
·
DEliVERY PERSON NEEDED 1\>r
time work, Must have own cur. Apply 1
Curruro's Pizm. 106 BCornell SE. 9·11
TUTORS WANTED. All levels <.>f math
per hr. Contact Prof Griego. Hum 431. 1
7. TRAVEL
NEEDED: RIDE to Artesia Friday.
il
share expenses, Jean 255-9094. 9-1
8. MISCELLANEOUS

..,..-

pool. Efficiencies
and I Walkang
bdrm. ava1~able.
nished
or unfurnished.
dastancefurto

UNM. 1520 Univeristy NE. 243-2494. 9-13
SHARE ATTRACTIVE HOUSE. 4 blocks

I

....,.

.

heart. Rents start at $135. Large .sw1mmmg

accepted during regular store hours, Apply at
La lleJJe's, 4920 Menaul. 9- I5

******************
** . Free Fl'lms *:+
Today
!
* .
*
~ "Fast & Loose" ~
** p t · g *.._
!
~
*

9

eagercollege students. Applicauons are bemg

'

~:u~~~e~;~ek~'~us~~;~~,;-:~~~f( . i·

SR-I I CALCUlATOR for sale. call 3455232. 9-10
20 PORTABLE TV's $30·$60. 441 Wyoming
NE, 255-5987. 10-23

** c
!
**

THE
apart·
men! CITADEL
complex forAPARTMENTS--An
the young and the y,oun&
at

'

HANG G LJDER-Skysport-red. white. and
blue-many Xtras-Jay 265-9472. 9· 10
.

FREE MATH TUTORING for minoritx SIU·
dents. Contact Prof. Griego. Hum 431 9-19
WOMEN'S GALLERY FEMINIST Bookstore now open for business. M-F 9:30-5:00
ea Ufln
Sat 12-4. 3007 Central NE. Next to Lobo
MI'ri'am Hopki'ns
Theatre 255-4700. 9· I2
..,.
NAIMA YRAM will Belly dance for your
1 L 0 mbard
cclcbmtion. Also. Jccture-demonslmllon?.
aro e
instruction (specializing in advanced techn•·
Ilke Chase
que).265-1834. 9-10.
.
. ..,.
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectnc.
Sh
.
t 10
Guaranteed accuracy with reasonable rates,
OWings a
. a.m.,
298-7147. 9-12
.
1
CHILDCARE in my home. fenced yard. lf 11:30 a.m.,
p.m.
Near
UNM
and
Presbyterian
Hospital.$
18
IO
~ In the SUB-Theatre
$20 weekly. Call Jody Kapke at 268-2121 or -r
5

tions are open now through S"hnstmas ,for

10

FRAMELEss FACTORY in~xpensive ~ontemporary lightweight frammg techntque
ideal for print. posters. photography. 10 peri ~

ance.
266-0308
before 6:00
house Ernie
one-third
rent. afternoons
utilities. walking
diSt·
p.m. 9·1 I

. •..

•

new clutch. real jewel. $3500. 3450582.

Custom black-a'nd-white process1.ng pnntmg.
Fine-gajn or push processms of film: Contuct
sheets or custom proofs. H1gh quality enlargements; mounting. etc. Adv1ce, 1f asked, Ca II

ROOMMATE WANTED: Share 3 bedroom

H
I

1
1969tvi..\uil(} good condition. very ;easo'n~ ' 'im DATS UN 510. 4 spc~d. A['.!, R~di~.} .
ble 277-2438.9->: 243· 1489 after6:00 9-16 door. 36.000 miles. very good cond!IB~~· J~o9
a
16 after
7888 weekd;ays.
am.m-5 p.m.
or or · best.
SONY
TC-10 CAR CASSETT E p1:•yle;. F~
5 p.m. and8 weekends.
$1900
waus. bought new $130. Used Jut c,
~IO
9
forward andREW. $80. 265-2842. 9-10
TWIN-BED including frume. headboard.
1972 KAWASAKI S-2 350. excellent condi- maitrcss,springs,242-3560. 9-10
lion. $650. Call 294-3594. 9· I6
NEW MPXICO'S BICYCLE touring c~nter,
BICYCL.ES--lowesl prices and largest sele<· Quality 10 speed bicycles. Camp.m~ hikmg.
lion of the finest European makes. R.C. and backpad;ing equipment. Tnul nus Cy~
Hallell's World Champion Bicycles. 2122 dcry, 1031 San MateoSE. 256-9190. tfn
Coal PI SE. 843-9378. Open til 9 p.m.
6. EMPLOYMENT
d PART TIME and full job available. Sule~.
'58 TR-3, body restored, engine overhaule9 . warehouse at La Belle's Dist, Clef!Cal paS!·
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PLUS

GOVINDA
SEPTEMBER 22, 1975 ..1· 8:15P.M.
POPEJOY HALL
TICKfTS SUB BOX OfFICE •GOLU STREET
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SEPTEMBER 28,1975
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8:15 P.M.
POPEJOY HALL
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Dr. Charles Richards, professor
of mechanical engineering, is coor. many laymen, the concept of dinating the solar .display. He said
1
a house through solar most solar research is limited to
means opening a curtain, two categories: the scientific
to UNM, residents of Las researcher and the self-taught solar
Deming and El Paso will buffs.
a little more about the energy
"The researcher with millions of
while attending their county dollars doesn't want to bother wit];
nickle and dime projects" like roofoffice of admissions and top systems an individual can inwill visit the fairs in a stall himself. The self-taught solar
home-type bus called the buff "has started from scratch" and
Once there, they built solar energy housing, he said.
promotional material
"The homeowner doesn't want
entertainment by some to build a new house ... he wants to
of the Collegiate Singers know how to adapt his own house,"
univcr~;itv administrator John
Richards said.
a display of solar
The do-it-yourself displays ingeared toward use clude a solar water heater, an oil
barrel windmill which can generate

electricity or pump water, and a
parabolic mirror (concave reflective disc) which can generate high
concentrations of heat on a targetsmaller versions are used by hunters as matchless cigarette lighters.
A home-made solar collector is
made from black corrugated sheet
metal in a box with a glass top and
costs on Iy $1.25 a square foot. It
can provide the hot water needs for
an average-sized house. In four
hours, it can heat 35 gallons of
water from 70 degrees to 150
degrees Fahrenheit.
Bakas, assistant dean of admis-

sions and records, has coordinated
the visits by the Express. The project "is kind of a promotional for
the University," he said.

"We're just' going to sort of visit
with the people," and provide information on the school to anyone
who may be interested, Bakas said.
The Express was financed by the
Greater UNM Fund. The bus used
to bdong to the Medical School.
Richards said the project should
provide fair-goers much needed
entertainment after the jam and
quilt exhibits and might better the
feelings many of the state's residents hold for UNM,
Richards will probably not travel
with the Express, but he is aware of
the University's potential of drawing an audience at the fairs. This
summerhe performed in Canadian
fairs in his role as registered clown
and
professional
magician:

i
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